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Media and Communication Research
Wat betekent het om eenzaam te zijn? Hoe gaan we
verbindingen aan met andere mensen? Brengt de
technologie ons dichter bij elkaar of houdt die ons gevangen
achter onze schermen? Olivia Laing onderzoekt de relatie
tussen stad, eenzaamheid en creativiteit. Voor de liefde
verhuisde ze ooit van Londen naar New York, maar toen die
liefde al snel vertrok maakte ze vier seizoenen eenzaamheid
door. Hoewel die gemoedstoestand haaruitval veroorzaakte
en haar tot een verlegen voyeurist maakte, stelde die haar
ook in staat na te denken over uitsluiting, het verband tussen
solitarisme en schaamte, en de verhouding tot de ander. In
haar zoektocht focust Laing zich op New York en vier
kunstenaars die in deze metropool wonen: Edward Hopper,
Andy Warhol, David Wojnarowicz en Henry Darger. Aan de
hand van hun levens en werk ondervindt ze hoe stedelijke
eenzaamheid de populaire cultuur als een epidemie heeft
geïnfecteerd en ontdekt ze hoe kunst ook kan werken als
medicijn.

Surviving and Thriving in Postgraduate Research
Featuring an engaging, direct writing style and inquiry-based
approach, this popular research guide stresses that curiosity
is the best reason for investigating ideas and information. An
appealing alternative to traditional research texts, The
Curious Researcher stands apart for its motivational tone, its
conversational style, and its conviction that research writing
can be full of rewarding discoveries. Offering a wide variety of
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examples from student and professional writers, this popular
guide shows that good research and lively writing do not have
to be mutually exclusive. Students are encouraged to find
ways to bring their writing to life, even though they are writing
with "facts." A unique chronological organization sets up
achievable writing goals while it provides week-by-week
guidance through the research process. Full explanations of
the technical aspects of writing and documenting sourcebased papers help students develop sound research and
analysis skills. The text also includes up-to-date coverage of
MLA and APA styles.

The Elements of Library Research
“With over 3.5 million homeschooled students in the U.S., this
book admirably explores the intersection of this growing and
important grass roots movement and libraries of all kinds,
showing how and why libraries are a vital element in the
homeschooling movement.”̶Bruce R. Schueneman, Library
Director, James C. Jernigan Library, Texas A&M UniversityKingsville “A rich and exciting sourcebook for librarians
serving those outside of formal schooling.”̶Tim Gorichanaz,
Drexel University, Philadelphia “This book effectively covers
all the bases ensuring positive experiences and outcomes for
libraries serving home school families in their service
areas.”̶Deb Biggs Tenbusch, Librarian and Account
Manager, Gale, Cengage Learning, Farmington Hills,
Michigan “Whether starting new programs or expanding
current ones, these chapters will help you to engage and
prepare your resources to help homeschoolers.”̶Kathleen
Christy, Adult Services Manager, Blount County Public
Library, Maryville, Tennessee “21st century homeschoolers
are facing new challenges and this book presents fresh
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solutions and describes opportunities you may not realize
existed for your library to serve these important
patrons.”̶Robert Perret, Contributor, Creativity for Library
Career Advancement “I think infinite possibilities best
describes this must-read book for public and academic
librarians who seek to find ways to engage, support and
serve the growing homeschool community.”̶Anastasia
Varnalis-Weigle, Associate Professor, University of Maine,
Augusta “Librarians of all types, as well as library
stakeholders, will find Homeschooling and Librariesa great
resource to help identify needs and ways to support the
growing homeschooling community.”̶Michelle McKinney,
Reference and Web Services Librarian, University of
Cincinnati Blue Ash College, Cincinnati, Ohio “An
impressively-researched volume that draws on a variety of
perspectives, offering insight into the needs of homeschooled
populations, including case studies, needs assessment, and
future possibilities for programming, continuing education,
and outreach.”̶Erin Pappas, Research Librarian for the
Humanities, University of Virginia Libraries “This practical
book will assist libraries as they develop ways to reach out to
home educating families.”̶Ruth Elder, Cataloging Librarian,
Troy University, Troy, Alabama “This book reopened my mind
to the wonders that libraries in all of their aspects and
attributes have to offer students including the unique and
diverse students who are homeschooled.”̶Jim Jipson,
University of West Florida, Pensacola, Florida As families are
looking for better ways to educate their children, more and
more of them are becoming interested and engaged in
alternative ways of schooling that are different, separate, or
opposite of the traditional classroom. Homeschooling has
become ever more creative and varied as families create
custom-tailored curricula, assignments, goals, and strategies
that are best for each unique
child. This presents a multitude
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of challenges and opportunities for information institutions,
including public, academic, school, and special libraries. The
need for librarians to help homeschool families become
information and media literate is more important than ever.
This collection of essays provides a range of approaches and
strategies suggested by skilled professionals as well as
veteran homeschool parents on how to best serve the diverse
needs and learning experiences of homeschooled youth. It
includes information on needs assessments for special needs
students, gifted students, and African American students;
advice on how to provide support for the families of
homeschoolers; case studies; and information on new
technologies that could benefit libraries and the
homeschooler populations that they serve.

Writing For Academic Journals
This handbook provides an in-depth exploration of the entire
journey of postgraduate research in the social and
behavioural sciences, from enrolment to its culmination in the
form of a thesis, dissertation or portfolio, and beyond. It is
written in an accessible and example-rich style, offering
practical and concrete advice in virtually all areas. It also
includes references to additional resources and websites, and
each chapter features key recommendations for improving
the postgraduate research experience. The book addresses
not only research-related aspects (e.g. supervisors; selecting
your guiding assumptions; contextualising, framing and
configuring research; reviewing literature; sampling; writing
proposals; ethics and academic integrity; selecting a data
gathering strategy; surviving your thesis/dissertation/portfolio
examination; and publishing), but also questions concerning
how to integrate, manage, and balance the research journey
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in the context of the postgraduate studentʼs broader life-world
(e.g. skill development and supervisor relations; effective time
and project management; a healthy work‒life balance;
maintaining motivation; and dealing with criticism). The book
adopts an explicitly pluralist perspective on postgraduate
research, moving beyond mixed methods thinking, and offers
concrete examples from postgraduate studentsʼ real-world
experiences.

Revel for the Curious Researcher Plus the Writer's
Guide -- Combo Access Card
The Curious Researcher 3/e offers a fresh approach to
research by reminding readers that curiosity is still the best
reason for uncovering information and ideas. This author
provides ample proof that the research process, like the
writing process, can be full of rewarding discoveries. Using a
variety of examples from both professional writers and
students, this book shows that good research and lively
writing do not have to be mutually exclusive. Readers are
encouraged to not only develop sound research and
analytical skills, but to examine ways to bring their writing to
life, even though they're writing with "facts." Though The
Curious Researcher stands apart from similar texts because
of its motivational qualities, it also features full explanations of
the technical aspects of the research paper. MLA citation
conventions are given extensive treatment, and APA
standards are also explained in the Appendix. For writers of
research papers.

Een pleidooi voor echt eten
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or
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review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson;
check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used
or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access
code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either
the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. --

Instructor's Review Copy for the Curious Researcher
This comprehensive guide to writing journal articles
addresses all the stages and recurring challenges, from
targeting a journal to dealing with reviewer feedback. Drawing
on many years of running ʻWriting for Publicationʼ workshops,
Murray explores not only style and structure but also
behaviours and emotions. As a key component of both
research courses and careers, this timely text also addresses
the struggle to make time for high quality academic writing
and how to ensure a writing-life balance. Examining a variety
of approaches, relevant to many different academic
disciplines, this core text demystifies and defines writing
practices and makes this form of high-stakes academic
writing seem manageable. Writing for journals has never
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been more competitive, and writers, researchers, practitioners
and students need expert guidance on productive practices
and ways of maintaining focus and motivation, which Murray
provides. This latest edition is completely updated and more
relevant than ever for clinicians, practitioners and students.
"This book was already a classic, but the update makes it
even more useful. From finding time to write, doing a short
literature review and identifying scam journals, Rowena
Murray provides an excellent, concise and accessible
companion for writing academic journal papers, which is
appropriate for both students and working academics."
Associate Professor Inger Mewburn, Director of Research
Training, The Australian National University, Australia
“Rowena Murray has approached publishing in a journal with
scientific rigour. Following this bookʼs recommendations will
make it impossible to find a convincing excuse for failure to
publish. She herself writes with a high level of artisanal skill;
this book is fast paced, stylish and highly readable. Her own
extensive experience in supporting journal article writers
tempers this book with the credibility of a seasoned veteran.
Best of all, there is a wealth of wisdom here̶in advising on
how to publish, Murray is also advising on how to live a
satisfying life as a writer.” Associate Professor Susan Carter,
University of Auckland, New Zealand “In Writing for Academic
Journals (4th edition), Rowena Murrayʼs voice is direct, downto-earth and wise. Drawing on a depth of practical experience
as both published author and writing teacher, she conveys
the message that, yes, publishing in academic journals is
demanding, but itʼs also very possible. And that once you are
successful, there is still much to be learned from reading
books like this one and hanging out with others in writing
groups and workshops. To that end, the book is a trove of tips
and techniques helpful to all who pursue the challenging craft
of (good) academic writing.”
Barbara Grant, Associate
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Professor in the School of Critical Studies in Education at the
University of Auckland, New Zealand, and author of
Academic writing retreats: A facilitator's uide

How to Write a Thesis
In this book, Arthur Asa Berger combines a practical focus,
the use of numerous examples, a step-by-step approach, and
humour to examine both qualitative and quantitative research
methods in media and communication research.

Curious Researcher, 2/E Revised With Quick Guide
to the Internet Value Pack
Featuring an engaging, direct writing style and inquiry-based
approach, this popular research guide stresses that curiosity
is the best reason for investigating ideas and information. An
appealing alternative to traditional research texts, The
Curious Researcher stands apart for its motivational tone, its
conversational style, and its conviction that research writing
can be full of rewarding discoveries. Offering a wide variety of
examples from student and professional writers, this popular
guide shows that good research and lively writing do not have
to be mutually exclusive. Students are encouraged to find
ways to bring their writing to life, even though they are writing
with “facts.” A unique chronological organization sets up
achievable writing goals while it provides week-by-week
guidance through the research process. Full explanations of
the technical aspects of writing and documenting sourcebased papers help students develop sound research and
analysis skills. The text also includes up-to-date coverage of
MLA and APA styles.
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A Beginner's Guide to Doing Your Education
Research Project
Hoe ontstaan goede ideeën? Verschijnen ze als een
donderslag bij heldere hemel, of juist niet? En waar komt die
donderslag dan vandaan? Wat kun je zelf doen om een
stroom van briljante ideeën op gang te brengen? Steven
Johnson beantwoordt bovenstaande vragen en reconstrueert
in dit boek de ontstaansgeschiedenis van baanbrekende
ideeën van grote denkers, ondernemers en wetenschappers.
Bestsellerauteur Steven Johnson toont zich een meester in
het openen van elke verstarde geest. Met zijn frisse blik
spoort hij zijn lezers aan om creatief te denken en de briljante
ideeën te laten komen.

Homeschooling and Libraries
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to
ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title,
and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products, you may also need a
Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books,
rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson,
the access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products
may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your
purchase. For courses in First-Year Composition - Rhetoric.
This package includes MyWritingLab(tm). Puts inquiry at the
heart of good writing We write to learn as much as we do to
express what we already know. In his remarkably personal
and engaging voice, Bruce Ballenger makes that powerful
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concept central to The Curious Writer, Concise Edition. The
Curious Writer, Concise Edition doesn't read like a textbook
or provide a formula for composing essays. Instead, it
encourages students to suspend judgment, to ask questions,
and to seek answers much like academics do. Yet it covers a
wide range of genres beyond the academic essay--narrative,
profile, review, ethnography, argument, and more--all with a
distinctive approach and "personality" that is lacking in other
texts. It also reinforces the assumption that genres are
malleable with a new chapter on repurposing or "re-genreing." Students love that this book helps them learn to write by
pursuing their own curiosity. Teachers appreciate that
Ballenger provides ample opportunities for students to
develop the habits of mind necessary to become critical
thinkers and curious writers. Personalize learning with
MyWritingLab(tm) MyWritingLab is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this
text to engage students and improve results. Within its
structured environment, students practice what they learn,
test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study
plan that helps them better absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts. 0134150791 / 9780134150796
The Curious Writer, Concise Edition Plus MyWritingLab
without Pearson eText - Access Card Package Package
consists of: 0133933296 / 9780133933291 MyWritingLab
without Pearson eText - Access Card 013393330X /
9780133933307 MyWritingLab without Pearson eText Inside Star Sticker 0134120701 / 9780134120706 The
Curious Writer, Concise Edition

The Curious Researcher
'Mike Lambert's book is a useful source of information,
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helping to create and shape your research methods project.
The book contains detailed chapters with easy to follow
guidelines, tips and suggestions ensuring help at every step
of the way from start to finish' Alexander Miesen, student,
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences In this basic guide,
step-by-step advice is presented in a clear way and chapters
take the reader through the entire process, from planning and
doing research, to writing it up. Each stage is covered, with
detailed help on choosing a topic, drawing up research
questions, doing the literature review, choosing and designing
research methods, the ethics of doing research, analyzing
data, and collating and presenting findings. Features in the
text include: - explanations of key research terms - activities
(with answers) - progress sheets - case studies Online
resources to accompany the book are available at
www.methodspace.com/groups/mikelambert This is an ideal
text for undergraduate students undertaking their first ever
research project, postgraduates pursuing Masters awards
and teachers carrying out action research.

Curious Researcher
Featuring an engaging, direct writing style and inquiry-based
approach, this popular research guide stresses that curiosity
is the best reason for investigating ideas and information. An
appealing alternative to traditional research texts, The
Curious Researcher stands apart for its motivational tone, its
conversational style, and its conviction that research writing
can be full of rewarding discoveries. Offering a wide variety of
examples from student and professional writers, this popular
guide shows that good research and lively writing do not have
to be mutually exclusive. Students are encouraged to find
ways to bring their writing to life, even though they are writing
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with "facts." A unique chronological organization sets up
achievable writing goals while it provides week-by-week
guidance through the research process. Full explanations of
the technical aspects of writing and documenting sourcebased papers help students develop sound research and
analysis skills. The text also includes up-to-date coverage of
MLA and APA styles.

Successful Strategies for Teaching Undergraduate
Research
Beyond Note Cards
Any teacher driven to despair by a stack of student research
papers will find welcome inspiration in Beyond Note
Cards.Since the research paper first became a fixture in the
composition classroom, no other assignment has caused as
much dread in students. By putting it in historical context,
Ballenger offers new insight into the problems and promise of
the research paper - and practical advice on how to revive it.
Beyond Note Cardsexamines the best of the existing
scholarship to offer a fresh, theoretically sound approach to
teaching the research paper. Drawing on the recent
movement to encourage inquiry-based learning, Ballenger
argues that the spirit of inquiry should be at the heart of
research paper instruction - not the usual preoccupation with
teaching the paper's formal qualities. While Ballenger deals
with theory, his book is never dry. Through case studies of his
students and often revealing autobiographical anecdotes, the
author weaves a fascinating story about the evolution of the
research paper historically and in his own classroom. The
book also contains many practical features, including:
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classroom-tested exercises and assignments to help students
become better researchers and research writers original
survey information that instructors can use to discuss the
assignment with their own students a special section on how
to teach the double-entry journal as part of a research
assignment a helpful appendix that explores Internet research
and new approaches to note taking. Beyond Note Cardsis an
essential resource for instructors who are anxious to build
connections between personal writing assignments and
academic writing by highlighting the "habits of mind" that are
present in both. In addition, teachers who already use
Ballenger's popular student handbook, The Curious
Researcher(Allyn & Bacon), will discover new ways to
supplement it.

Briljante ideeën: hoe kom je erop?
In this new edition, Arthur Asa Berger employs his signature
style - a practical focus, the use of numerous examples, a
step-by-step approach, and humor - to update and enhance
this bestselling introductory text. Combining discussions of
both qualitative and quantitative research methods, in a clear
and engaging writing style, the book is ideal for beginning
research students at both graduate and undergraduate level.

The Research Companion
EET NOOIT IETS WAT JE OVERGROOTMOEDER NIET
ALS VOEDSEL ZOU HERKENNEN! Vroeger wisten mensen
hoe ze moesten eten, maar de dieetregels die van generatie
op generatie zijn doorgegeven, zijn verwrongen en vervormd
door de marketeers van de voedingsmiddelenindustrie, door
zogenaamde voedingsdeskundigen en door de media. Het
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gevolg is dat we dolen door een landschap van
voedselachtige substanties die om het hardst gillen dat ze
goed voor ons zijn. Echt eten verdwijnt uit beeld om te
worden vervangen door ̀voedingsstoffen . En deze producten
zijn juist slecht voor de gezondheid. We zouden minder eten
moeten kopen en er meer voor moeten betalen. Daar worden
we zelf beter van, maar ook het milieu, ons ecosysteem en
onze samenleving. Door wereldwijd te kijken naar traditionele
diëten kunnen we zelf een evenwichtig en gezond eetgedrag
terugvinden. Een pleidooi voor echt eten wordt wereldwijd
vertaald. In Amerika staat het boek sinds verschijning op
nummer 1 van de bestsellerlijsten.

Durf te leiden
The Curious Researcher
For courses in Research Writing. An engaging, direct writing
style propels this inquiry-based guide to writing research
papers Featuring an engaging, direct writing style and inquirybased approach, Revel(TM) The Curious Researcher: A
Guide to Writing Research Papers, 9th Edition stresses that
curiosity is the best reason for investigating ideas and
information. An appealing alternative to traditional research
texts, The Curious Researcher stands apart for its
motivational tone, its conversational style, and its conviction
that research writing can be full of rewarding discoveries.
Offering a wide variety of examples from student and
professional writers, the text encourages students to find
ways to bring fact-based writing to life. A unique chronological
organization sets up achievable writing goals along with weekby-week guidance. Full explanations of the technical aspects
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of writing and how to document source-based papers help
students develop sound research and analysis skills. The 9th
Edition has been revised with new features and sections, a
new thematic table of contents, and up-to-date coverage of
MLA style. Revel is Pearson's newest way of delivering our
respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel
replaces the textbook and gives students everything they
need for the course. Informed by extensive research on how
people read, think, and learn, Revel is an interactive learning
environment that enables students to read, practice, and
study in one continuous experience -- for less than the cost of
a traditional textbook. NOTE: This Revel Combo Access pack
includes a Revel access code plus a loose-leaf print
reference (delivered by mail) to complement your Revel
experience. In addition to this access code, you will need a
course invite link, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Revel.

Research Methods in Geography
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or
review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson;
check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used
or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed
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previously and you may have to purchase a new access
code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either
the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. 0321993292 / 9780321993298
The Curious Researcher: A Guide to Writing Research
Papers Plus NEW MyWritingLab with Pearson eText -Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205870147 /
9780205870141 MyWritingLab with Pearson eText -Valuepack Access Card 0321992962 / 9780321992963 The
Curious Researcher: A Guide to Writing Research Papers --

The Curious Researcher
As digital reading has become more productive and active,
the lines between reading and writing become more blurred.
This book offers both an exploration of collaborative reading
and pedagogical strategies for teaching reading and writing
that reflect the realities of digital literacies. This edited
scholarly collection offers strategies for teaching reading and
writing that highlight the possibilities, opportunities, and
complexities of digital literacies. Part 1 explores reading and
writing that happen digitally and offers frameworks for thinking
about this process. Part 2 focuses on strategies for the
classroom by applying reading theories, design principles,
and rhetorical concepts to instruction. Part 3 introduces
various disciplinary implications for this blended approach to
writing instruction. What is emerging is new theories and
practices of reading in both print and digital spaces̶theories
that account for how diverse student readers encounter and
engage digital texts. This collection contributes to this work by
offering strategies for sustaining reading and cultivating
writing in this landscape of changing digital literacies. The
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book is essential for the professional development of
beginning teachers, who will appreciate the historical and
bibliographic overview as well as classroom strategies, and
for busy veteran teachers, who will gain updated knowledge
and a renewed commitment to teaching an array of literacy
skills. It will be ideal for graduate seminars in composition
theory and pedagogy, both undergraduate and graduate; and
teacher education courses, and will be key reading for
scholars in rhetoric and composition interested in composition
history, assessment, communication studies, and literature
pedagogy.

The Curious Researcher
The Curious Researcher
This comprehensive textbook offers a conceptual and
practical introduction to research methodology, data
collection, and techniques used in both human and physical
geography. Explores a full range of contemporary geographic
techniques, including statistics, mathematical analysis, GIS,
and remote sensing Unique in both content and organization,
it brings together a team of internationally recognized
specialists to create a balanced approach between physical
geography, human geography, and research techniques
Includes a series of foundational chapters offering multiple
perspectives on the central questions in research methods
Examines the conceptual frameworks and practical issues
behind data acquisition and analysis, and how to interpret
results Includes explanations of key terminology and
exercises throughout
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Sleutel naar geluk
The Curious Researcher
Featuring an engaging, direct writing style and inquiry-based
approach, this popular research guide stresses that curiosity
is the best reason for investigating ideas and information. An
appealing alternative to traditional research texts, The
Curious Researcher stands apart for its motivational tone, its
conversational style, and its conviction that research writing
can be full of rewarding discoveries. Offering a wide variety of
examples from student and professional writers, this popular
guide shows that good research and lively writing do not have
to be mutually exclusive. Students are encouraged to find
ways to bring their writing to life, even though they are writing
with "facts." A unique chronological organization sets up
achievable writing goals while it provides week-by-week
guidance through the research process. Full explanations of
the technical aspects of writing and documenting sourcebased papers help students develop sound research and
analysis skills. The text also includes up-to-date coverage of
MLA and APA styles.

The Curious Researcher MyCompLad Access Code
Digital Reading and Writing in Composition Studies
Have you ever wanted to know an effective and ethical way
to: Design a study? Recruit participants? Report findings?
And improve the quality and output of your research? The
Research Companion focuses on the practical skills needed
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to complete research in the social or health sciences and
development. It covers the behind-the-scenes essentials you
need to run an effective and ethical piece of research and
offers clear, honest advice to help avoid typical problems and
improve standards and outcomes. It addresses each stage of
the research process from thinking of a research idea,
through to managing, monitoring, completing and reporting
your project, and working effectively and safely with
participants and colleagues. As well as covering theoretical
issues in research, the book is full of links to other resources
and contains practical tips and stories from researchers at all
levels. This new edition is fully updated to reflect shifts in
funding structures, open access, and online developments
and has a link to a blog and friendly online community for
readers to connect with diverse researchers all sharing
experiences and offering practical advice. The Research
Companion brings hard-earned lessons from the real world to
offer invaluable guidance to all students of the social and
health sciences, from those just beginning their first research
project, to experienced researchers and practitioners. It will
be instrumental in raising readersʼ competence levels and
making their research more accurate, ethical, and productive.

The Curious Researcher: A Guide to Writing
Research Papers Plus Mywritinglab with Pearson
Etext -- Access Card Package
This book introduces the overall concepts of research
methods in Remote Sensing. It also addresses the entire
research framework, ranging from ontology to documentation.
As such, it covers the theory while providing a solid basis for
engaging in concrete research activities. It is not intended as
a textbook on remote sensing; rather, it offers guidance to
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those conducting research by examining philosophical and
other issues that are generally not covered by textbooks.
Various stages of research are discussed in detail, including
illustrative discussions and helpful references. The topics
considered in this book cover a part of the research
methodologies explored in Master of Philosophy (M.Phil.) and
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) programs. The bookʼs physical
format has been kept to a compact, handy minimum in order
to maximize its accessibility and readability for a broad range
of researchers in the field of remote sensing.

Curious Researcher
Editors Marta Deyrup and Beth Bloom have brought together
well-known educators from the fields of library science,
communication, composition, and education to show you how
to develop successful strategies for teaching undergraduates
how to conduct basic research and write papers. Chapters
cover each step of the research process, beginning
appropriately with separate pieces from a librarian and from
an academic on how to construct good research
assignments. Following chapters cover establishing the
research question, assessing the research process,
information ethics and the protocols of research, and using
new modes and media to communicate research findings.
The book fully explores current theories on pedagogy and
provides practical demonstrations of how library instruction
can reinforce critical thinking and set the groundwork in place
for life-long learning. Each chapter contains an extensive
bibliography for further reading.

Revel for the Curious Researcher Plus the Writer's
Handbook -- Access Card
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De eenzame stad
For courses in Research Writing, Documentation Writing, and
Advanced Composition. Featuring an engaging, direct writing
style and inquiry-based approach, The Curious Researcher: A
Guide to Writing Research Papers emphasizes that curiosity
is the best reason for investigating ideas and information. An
appealing alternative to traditional research texts, this popular
research guide stands apart for its motivational tone, its
conversational style, and its conviction that research writing
can be full of rewarding discoveries. Offering a wide variety of
examples from student and professional writers, this popular
guide shows that good research and lively writing do not have
to be mutually exclusive. Students are encouraged to find
ways to bring their writing to life, even though they are writing
with “facts.” A unique chronological organization sets up
achievable writing goals while it provides week-by-week
guidance through the research process. Full explanations of
the technical aspects of writing and documenting sourcebased papers help students develop sound research and
analysis skills. The text also includes up-to-date coverage of
MLA and APA styles.

Writing for Academic Journals 4e
Revel -- Print Offer Sticker -- For the Curious
Researcher
This book unravels the process of writing academic papers. It
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tells readers what good papers look like and how they can be
written.

Media and Communication Research Methods
For courses in Research Writing. An engaging, direct writing
style propels this inquiry-based guide to writing research
papers Featuring an engaging, direct writing style and inquirybased approach, Revel(TM) The Curious Researcher: A
Guide to Writing Research Papers, 9th Edition stresses that
curiosity is the best reason for investigating ideas and
information. An appealing alternative to traditional research
texts, The Curious Researcher stands apart for its
motivational tone, its conversational style, and its conviction
that research writing can be full of rewarding discoveries.
Offering a wide variety of examples from student and
professional writers, the text encourages students to find
ways to bring fact-based writing to life. A unique chronological
organization sets up achievable writing goals along with weekby-week guidance. Full explanations of the technical aspects
of writing and how to document source-based papers help
students develop sound research and analysis skills. The 9th
Edition has been revised with new features and sections, a
new thematic table of contents, and up-to-date coverage of
MLA style. Revel is Pearson's newest way of delivering our
respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel
replaces the textbook and gives students everything they
need for the course. Informed by extensive research on how
people read, think, and learn, Revel is an interactive learning
environment that enables students to read, practice, and
study in one continuous experience - for less than the cost of
a traditional textbook. NOTE Revel is a fully digital delivery of
Pearson content. This ISBN is for the standalone Revel
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access card. In addition to this access card, you will need a
course invite link, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Revel.

Research Methods in Remote Sensing
Learn the steps for starting a research project. What's your
purpose? Who's your audience? How do you pick a topic? Is
it too broad or too narrow? What are guiding questions and
search keywords? This book will get you going.

Analyze and Define the Assignment
Student affairs professionals are increasingly being called
upon to become scholar practitioners, to reflect on and share
their experiences to further the knowledge of the field, and to
disseminate practices to promote student learning and
development. This book offers practical guidance to anyone
in the field interested in presenting at conferences or
publishing in scholarly and professional journals, and sets the
work of scholarly practice in the context of its vital role of
influencing and shaping the future of student affairs, and in
promoting continuous learning. The authors demystify the
processes of producing research and scholarly work; address
motivation and barriers such as time-constraints or
confidence; and provide advice on developing ideas, writing,
getting feedback, staying on task, identifying the appropriate
outlets and venues for ideas, submitting proposals, as well as
on speaking and presentation skills. It also directs readers to
books and online resources and presents the reflections of
senior student affairs officers on scholarship in the profession.
As the authors state, student affairs professionals are often in
the best position to test the myths about what really works for
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college students to have access, persist, and graduate.
Through their daily interactions with students they develop
the grounding for theories and strategies to improve the
college experience, none of which can be advanced without
scholarship, without presenting and writing, and the debate
that they stimulate. This book is intended for student affairs
professionals at all levels. It sets the context for those starting
their careers as they navigate and understand their new
roles; aims to inspire mid-level professionals to present or
write about their experiences and contributions; and offers
senior administrators strategies to pursue their own
scholarship while creating a supportive environment for their
staff to do so, and develop their agency and professional
growth in the process.

The Curious Researcher Revel Access Code Card
Brené Brown heeft de afgelopen twintig jaar onderzoek
gedaan naar de emoties en ervaringen die betekenis geven
aan ons leven, en werkte de afgelopen zeven jaar nauw
samen met leiders en cultuurveranderaars over de hele
wereld. Ze ontdekte dat allerlei bedrijfstakken, van kleine startups tot Fortune 50-bedrijven, met dezelfde vraag worstelen:
ʻHoe ontwikkelen we moediger leiders en hoe verankeren we
moed en durf in onze bedrijfscultuur?ʼ In dit nieuwe boek
combineert Brené haar onderzoeksresultaten met
persoonlijke verhalen en voorbeelden om deze vraag te
beantwoorden. Durf te leiden gaat over echt leiderschap:
vanuit het hart en vol moed.

Curious Writer, Concise Edition, The, Plus
Mywritinglab -- Access Card Package
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Revel for the Curious Researcher
To do solid academic research, college students need to look
beyond the computer search engine. This short, practical
book introduces students to the important components of the
information-seeking process. The Elements of Library
Research provides a foundation for success in any research
assignment, from a freshman paper to a senior thesis. Unlike
guides that describe the research process but do not explain
its logic, this book focuses entirely on basic concepts,
strategies, tools, and tactics for research--in both electronic
and print formats. Drawing on decades of experience with
undergraduates, reference librarian Mary George arms
students with the critical thinking skills and procedures they
need to approach any academic project with confidence.
Ways to turn a topic into a research question Techniques for
effective online searches How to evaluate primary and
secondary sources When and how to confer with reference
librarians and faculty How to avoid plagiarism Glossary of key
terms, from Boolean search to peer review Checklists,
timelines, and hints for successful research projects

A Guide to Becoming a Scholarly Practitioner in
Student Affairs
Ruby, waar is je moeder? Zodra een sociaal werkster die
vraag stelt aan Ruby, weet ze dat het spel uit is. Ruby woont
alleen in het gele huis en telt de dagen tot ze achttien wordt
en ze eindelijk op zichzelf mag wonen. Het was totaal niet
haar bedoeling om herenigd te worden met haar zus Cora,
die tien jaar geleden het huis uit is gegaan. Ze ziet het dan
ook totaal niet zitten om bij haar en haar man, een rijke
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ondernemer, te gaan wonen Haar leven verandert compleet:
ze woont in een kast van een huis, gaat naar een
privéschool, draagt nieuwe kleding en ook haar toekomst ziet
er rooskleurig uit. Waarom is ze dan toch zo op haar hoede
en durft ze niemand in vertrouwen te nemen? Ruby heeft
haar oude leven achter zich gelaten, maar hoe past ze in
deze nieuwe wereld? Alleen Nate, de vriendelijke buurjongen,
schijnt te begrijpen hoe ze zich voelt, waarschijnlijk omdat hij
zelf ook wel wat geheimen met zich meedraagt. Sleutel naar
geluk is een genot voor de ontelbare liefhebbers van Sarah
Dessen, auteur van Ik moet je iets vertellen.
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